ABSTRACT Grey wolf optimizer (GWO) algorithm is a swarm intelligence optimization technique that is recently developed to mimic the hunting behavior and leadership hierarchy of grey wolves in nature. It has been successfully applied to many real world applications. In the GWO algorithm, ''C'' is an important parameter which favoring exploration. At present, the researchers are few study the parameter ''C'' in GWO algorithm. In addition, during the evolution process, the other individuals in the population move towards to the α, β, and δ wolves which are to accelerate convergence. However, GWO is easy to trap in the local optima. This paper presents a modified parameter ''C'' strategy to balance between exploration and exploitation of GWO. Simultaneously, a new random opposition-based learning strategy is proposed to help the population jump out of the local optima. The experiments on 23 widely used benchmark test functions with various features, 30 benchmark problems from IEEE CEC 2014 Special Session, and three engineering design optimization problems. The results reveal that the proposed algorithm shows better or at least competitive performance against other compared algorithms on not only global optimization but also engineering design optimization problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
A wide variety of nature-inspired optimization algorithms are there in swarm intelligence and evolutionary computation literatures. Such as genetic algorithm (GA) [1] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [2] , differential evolution (DE) [3] , artificial bee colony (ABC) [4] , crow search algorithm (CSA) [5] , cuckoo search (CS) [6] , bat algorithm (BA) [7] , ant colony optimization (ACO) [8] , firefly algorithm (FA) [9] , harmony search (HS) [10] , teachinglearning-based optimization (TLBO) [11] , grey wolf optimizer (GWO) [12] , ant lion optimizer (ALO) [13] , whale optimization algorithm (WOA) [14] , moth-flame optimization (MFO) [15] , etc. are a few of them. The main advantage of these algorithms is searching for solutions using the The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Tao Zhang. principle of ''trial-and-error''. Thus, these algorithms have been successfully applied to solve global optimization and real-world applications.
Concretely speaking, this paper focuses on the grey wolf optimizer (GWO), which was developed by Mirjalili et al. [12] and mimicked the hunting behavior and leadership hierarchy of grey wolves in nature. It possesses better performance than other prevailing population-based techniques, such as GA, PSO, GSA, and DE. The last four years have witnessed a rapid growth in the use of GWO for different applications [16] . In 2015, Sulaiman et al. [17] used the conventional GWO algorithm to find the best combination of control variables in optimal reactive power dispatch (ORPD) problem, such as generator voltages, tap changing transformers ratios, and the amount of reactive compensation devices. In [18] , the basic GWO algorithm has been applied to gain the solution of non-convex and dynamic economic load dispatch problem (ELDP) of electric power system. Qais et al. [19] utilized the classical GWO algorithm to optimize the parameters of proportional integral controller. The controller was applied to control the permanent-magnet synchronous generator. In 2017, Khairuzzaman and Chaudhury [20] applied the canonical GWO algorithm to multilevel thresholding for image segmentation using Kapur's entropy and Otsu's between class variance functions. In [21] , Emary et al. used a novel binary version of the GWO algorithm to find feature subset maximizing the classification accuracy while minimizing the number of selected features. Medjahed et al. [22] applied the conventional GWO algorithm to reduce the dimensionality of hyperspectral images in band selection problem. In [23] , a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) design is proposed for a photo-voltaic (PV) system under partial shading conditions using the basic GWO algorithm. In 2018, Panwar et al. [24] utilized the binary GWO algorithm for determining the commitment schedule of large scale unit commitment (UC) problem. In [25] , an improved version of GWO, named Intelligent GWO (IGWO), was applied to frame bidding strategy for a generating company in uniform price spot market. In [26] , Zhang et al. used the conventional GWO algorithm for solving unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV) path planning problem. In [27] , the canonical GWO algorithm has been used to optimize the parameters of kernel extreme learning machine for bankruptcy prediction. In 2017, Sanjay et al. [28] proposed a novel hybrid GWO algorithm based on crossover and mutation operators for optimizing the configuration of distributed generator units. In [29] , the basic GWO algorithm has been used to solve load frequency control (LFC) problem in an interconnected power system network equipped with classical PI/PID controller. In 2016, Precup et al. [30] used the standard GWO algorithm to tune the fuzzy control systems with reduced parametric sensitivity. These applications have shown the ability of GWO in terms of exploration strength compared to other population-based algorithms.
Although GWO has shown the better performance on real-world applications compared to other population-based algorithm. However, GWO also confronts some challenging problems. For example, when solving multi-modal functions, the conventional GWO algorithm can be easily trapped in the local optima, and the convergence rate will decrease considerably in the later period evolution [31] . Therefore, a number of variants of GWO have been developed to overcome the above two aspects. In [32] , the evolutionary population dynamics (EPD) operator based on the theory of self-organizing criticality (SOC) was introduced into the basic GWO algorithm to enhance exploitation and promote exploration. In 2017, Heidari and Pahlavani [33] proposed an efficient modified version of GWO based on the Lévy flight operator to improve the exploration ability of the standard GWO algorithm. In 2018, inspired by PSO, Long et al. [31] presented a novel variant of GWO based on the nonlinear control parameter and the modified position-updating equation to balance between exploration and exploitation of the conventional GWO algorithm. In [34] , a new fuzzy hierarchical operator was introduced to the simulation of the hunting process in the GWO algorithm and constructed a novel variant of GWO to improve the performance of the basic GWO algorithm. In 2019, Long et al. [35] proposed a novel GWO variant based on refraction learning for solving global optimization problem. In [36] , the astrophysics concepts were merged into GWO to guide the grey wolves toward more promising areas of the search space and presented an improved version of GWO to solve numerical and engineering optimization problems. In 2017, Ibrahim et al. [37] developed a novel variant of GWO by using the chaotic logistic map, the oppositionbased learning (OBL), the differential evolution, and the disruption operator to solve global optimization problems. In 2018, Long et al. [38] designed an improved version of GWO (EEGWO) for solving function and engineering optimization problems. The proposed EEGWO introduced the modified position-updating equation to enhance the exploration ability of the standard GWO algorithm. In 2018, Gupta and Deep [39] proposed a modified version of GWO based on random walk strategy to improve the global search ability of the basic GWO algorithm. In [40] , Alomoush et al. presented a hybrid harmony search and GWO (CGWO) with opposition learning strategy for solving global optimization and feature selection problems. In 2016, Mittal et al. [41] developed a modified version of GWO (mGWO) for global engineering optimization. The proposed mGWO employs exponential function for the decay of parameter a over the course of iterations to balance between exploration and exploitation.
The No-free-Lunch (NFL) theorem [42] has logically proven that there is no population-based optimization technique appropriately suited for solving all optimization problems. For example, a particular population-based optimization algorithm can produce very promising results for a set of problems, but the same algorithm can show poor performance in a set of different problems. Therefore, a novel variant of GWO is proposed to improve the search performance of the conventional GWO algorithm. This paper presents a deep analysis of the improved GWO algorithm (called ROL-GWO), and it has the following main contributions:
• A new framework of GWO is proposed and does not affect the configuration of conventional GWO algorithm.
• A modified control parameter ''C'' strategy is prese-nted to balance between global exploration and local exploitation of the standard GWO algorithm.
• A random opposition-based learning strategy is proposed to help the population jump out of local optima.
• We investigate the performance of ROL-GWO using 23 widely used benchmark test functions and 30 benchmark test functions taken from IEEE CEC2014.
• The ROL-GWO is compared with several well-known population-based algorithms. The experimental results show that the ROL-GWO performs more effectively and accurately than other algorithms in most cases. VOLUME 7, 2019 • We evaluate the proposed algorithm using three wellknown engineering design optimization problems, i.e., spring design, welded beam design, and pressure vessel design problems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic GWO algorithm briefly. Section 3 analyzes the standard GWO algorithm and presents an improved version of the GWO algorithm. The benchmark problems utilized to verify the performance of the proposed algorithm are presented and analyzed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this investigation.
II. GREY WOLF OPTIMIZER
GWO is a newly developed population-based optimization algorithm inspired by Canis-lupus and proposed by Mirjalili et al. [12] . It mimics the leadership hierarchy and hunting mechanism of grey wolves in nature. In the GWO algorithm, the best solution in the population is called alpha (α). The second-and third-best solutions are named beta (β) and delta (δ), respectively. The other solutions in the population are assumed as omega (ω).
To mathematically model encircling behavior, the following equations are used [12] :
where X is the position vector of a wolf, t is the current iteration, X p is the position vector of the prey, A and C are the coefficient matrix, respectively and are calculated as follows:
where r 1 and r 2 are the randomly generated vector from [0,1], respectively. a is linearly decreasing vector from 2 to 0 over iterations:
where MaxIter is the maximum number of iterations. The other individuals update their positions according to the positions of α, β, and δ wolves as follows [12] :
where A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 are similar to A, C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are similar to C. The pseudo code of the standard GWO algorithm is described in [12] .
III. PROPOSED ROL-GWO ALGORITHM A. MODIFIED PARAMETER ''C'' STRATEGY
All population-based optimization techniques aim to achieve a balance in both the exploration and exploitation to obtain the promising regions of the search space and eventually converge to the global optimum. After the detailed study and investigation of GWO, it has been observed that it has an obliging procedure to balance the exploration and exploitation. According to the Eq. (1), the control parameter C is favored to the exploration capability of GWO [12] , [36] . However, the C vector contains random values in [0, 2] . The values of C are to increase (C > 1) or reduce (C < 1) the difficulty of the population close to the prey. This assists GWO to show a more random behavior throughout optimization, favoring exploration and local optima avoidance. Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) show the evaluation of fitness function over iterations on two benchmark test functions (i.e., Sphere and Levy), where Sphere is a unimodal function and Levy is a multimodal function, the population size is set to 30, and the dimensions of the two functions are set to 30.
As can be seen from Fig. 1 , GWO with C > 1 provides better exploitation that GWO with C < 1 for Sphere and Levy functions. In addition, the graphs also show that GWO with C > 1 provides better exploration of search space during earlier iterations as depicted.
To balance between exploration and exploitation of GWO, the novel modification has been proposed in the control parameter C. The value of C changes dynamically with the number of iterations as follows:
where r 2 is random vector in [0, 1] and a is calculated by Eq. (4). Compared with the Eq. (2), the Eq. (9) has the following characteristics. Since the parameter a is linearly decreased from 2 to zero over the course of iterations, the probability of C < 1 is increased in the earlier stage of search. In this stage, the GWO algorithm has a stronger ability of exploitation. Generally speaking, the population has a good diversity in the earlier stage. The purpose of this stage is to accelerate convergence. The Eq. (9) can better meet this objective. The value of a decreases gradually as the number of iterations increases. According to the Eq. (9), the probability of C > 1 is increased in the latter stage of search. Accelerating local search is particularly important in this stage. However, too much emphasis on local exploit tends to make the algorithm fall into local optimum. Based on the above facts, the Eq. (9) can effectively balance between global exploration and local exploitation of the GWO algorithm.
B. RANDOM OPPOSITON LEARNING STRATEGY
As shown in the Eqs. (5)- (8), the swarm of grey successfully complete their process of hunting by the guidance of the α, β, and δ wolves. Mathematically speaking, in GWO, each wolf updates its position with the help of these leading wolves. Thus, α, β, and δ wolves are the leading responsible search agents in updating the position of each wolf and provides an optimum direction towards the prey. It is very important that in each iteration these leading wolves should be the best (in term of fitness), so that each wolf will get an optimum guidance to approach a prey [39] . However, this search scheme promotes exploitation since all candidate wolves (candidate solutions) are attracted toward the α, β, and δ wolves, thereby converging faster toward these grey wolves. As a result of such a strong exploitation effect, the search diversity would be hampered in a sense. Finally, the GWO is prone to stagnation in local optima. Moreover, it has also been noticed that there is a scope to further increase the exploration ability of GWO. In this paper, the random opposition-based learning strategy is proposed to enhance the diversity and help the population jump out from the local optima.
Opposition-based learning (OL) is one of the powerful optimization tools developed by Tizhoosh [43] . The OL concept has successfully been used in various metaheuristics [44] - [46] used to enhance the convergence speed.
Definition 1: Opposite number. The opposite of real number x ∈ [l, u] is given byx [43] :
where l and u are the lowest and upper bound of search space, respectively. Definition 2: Opposite point. Suppose X = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ], where x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ∈ R and x j ∈ [l j , u j ]. The opposite point X = [x 1 ,x 2 , . . . ,x n ] is defined by: In opposition-based optimization strategy, the opposite pointX is replaced with it is corresponding solution X based on the fitness function. If f (X) is better than f (X) then X not changed, otherwise, X =X, therefore, the solutions population are updated based on the better value of X andX.
Different from Eq. (11), this paper presents a new OL strategy, called random OL, and is defined by:
where r 3 is a random number in [0,1]. Compared with the Eq. (11), the opposite solutionx j described by Eq. (12) is random enough for exploration. Therefore, the Eq. (12) can effectively enhance the diversity of the population and help the population jump out to the local optima. The framework of the proposed ROL-GWO algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 .
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, to investigate the performance of the proposed ROL-GWO algorithm, a set of experiments is performed using two sets of global benchmark test functions. One is the 23 widely used benchmark functions from literatures; the other is the 30 benchmark test functions from the IEEE CEC2014 special session [47] . In addition, to test the proposed ROL-GWO algorithm as a practical method, three engineering design optimization problems are used. 
A. BENCHMARK TEST FUNCTIONS
The definition of the 23 widely used benchmark test functions is given in Table 1 . In Table 1 , the test functions are divided into two groups: unimodal and multimodal functions. The unimodal functions (f 1 − f 11 ) are suitable for benchmarking the exploitation of algorithms since they have one global optima and no local optimum. On the contrary, multimodal functions (f 12 − f 23 ) have a large number of local optimum avoidance of algorithm [38] , [41] .
B. COMPARED WITH GWO AND ITS VARIANTS
In this subsection, to study the performance of the proposed algorithm for the 23 benchmark test functions provided in Table 1 , we compared the ROL-GWO with the basic GWO algorithm, the modified GWO (mGWO) [41] algorithm, the modified GWO-I (MGWO-I) algorithm [36] , and the exploration-enhanced GWO (EEGWO) [38] algorithm using several independent experiments. We set the same common control parameters for all of the algorithms for a fair comparison. For each algorithm, the population size (N ) is set to 30 and the maximum number of iterations (MaxIter) is set to 500 (i.e., the maximum number of fitness function evaluations (FFEs) is 15,000) on all of the simulations. The dimension of each function is set to 30. We tested each function 30 times. and the results of the Friedman's ranking test. All algorithms are coded in Matlab R2014a, and all of the experiments are performed on a computer with Intel(R), Core(TM)2, Quad CPU Q8300 @ 2.50 GHz and 4.00 GB RAM in the Windows 10 environment.
From Table 2 , the ROL-GWO algorithm could obtain theoretical optima (0) for all of the test functions except for f 5 , f 7 , and f 13 . Compared with the basic GWO and mGWO algorithms, ROL-GWO found better and similar results on 19 and three test functions, respectively. However, the better result was obtained by GWO and mGWO for f 5 . With respect to MGWO-I algorithm, ROL-GWO provided better and similar results on 17 and 5 test functions, respectively. For f 5 , the better result was obtained by MGWO-I. In addition, the ROL-GWO significantly outperformed the EEGWO algorithm for seven test functions (i.e., f 2 , f 4 , f 7 , f 13 , f 15 , f 17 , and f 21 ). For the rest functions, ROL-GWO and EEGWO algorithms found similar results. From Table 2 , ROL-GWO ranked the first in the Friedman's test.
For further illustration, the convergence graphs of the GWO, mGWO, MGWO-I, EEGWO and ROL-GWO algorithms on 12 representative test functions are shown in Fig. 3 . As can be seen from Fig. 3 , ROL-GWO converges faster than the other four algorithms on all of these test functions.
To further investigate the scalability of the proposed method, ROL-GWO was tested with higher problems. In terms of the 23 benchmark test functions with D = 500 from Table 1 . The average (mean) and standard deviation (st.dev) of objective functions values found by ROL-GWO and other four algorithms, and the results of Friedman's test are shown in Table 3 . The results of all the algorithms were averaged over 30 independent runs. It is noted that we used the same parameter settings as in the above experiments, and no increase in population size or number of function evaluations was required.
From Table 3 , ROL-GWO has shown very good scalability to the search dimension, i.e., the performance of ROL-GWO did not deteriorate seriously as the dimension increased. It must be emphasized that problem optimization for 500 dimensions was very challenging for GWO because it does not use any particular operators tailored to solve high dimensional optimization problems. Compared with the GWO and MGWO-I algorithms, ROL-GWO found better and similar results on 20 and two test functions (f 6 and f 22 ), respectively. However, the better result was obtained by GWO and MGWO-I for function f 5 . With respect to the mGWO algorithm, ROL-GWO get better and similar results on 20 and three test functions (f 5 , f 6 , and f 22 ), respectively. Compared to the EEGWO algorithm, ROL-GWO obtained better and similar results on 7 and 15 test functions, respectively. For f 5 , the better result obtained by EEGWO. From Table 3 , ROL-GWO ranked the first in the Friedman's test.
The convergence curves of the average function values derived from ROL-GWO and the other four algorithms are plotted in Fig. 4 for 12 representative test functions with 500 dimensions. From Fig. 4 , ROL-GWO converges faster than other four algorithms on all these 12 test functions with D = 500.
Furthermore, we applied statistical significance testing, which is a meaningful method to investigate the difference between any two stochastic algorithms, to make comparisons between the GWO and its four variants. The multiple-problem Wilcoxon's test and Wilcoxon's rank sum test were used to check the behaviors of the five algorithms. The statistical results based on the average function values are listed in Table 4 , where R = R + or R − is the sum of ranks based on the absolute value of the difference between two tested algorithms.
As can be seen from Table 4 shows that ROL-GWO provided higher R + values than R − values in all cases. Based on the Wilcoxon's test, when α = 0.05, a significant difference can be observed in three cases (i.e., ROL-GWO vs. GWO, ROL-GWO vs. mGWO, and ROL-GWO vs. MGWO-I), meaning ROL-GWO is significantly better than GWO, mGWO, and MGWO-I on 23 test functions with α = 0.05.
C. COMPARED WITH OTHER ALGORITHMS
In this subsection, ROL-GWO was also compared to four other meta-heuristic algorithms, such as DIW-PSO [48] , which was developed by Jiao et al., is a new particle swarm optimization (PSO) with dynamic inertia weight; GABC [49] , which was proposed by Zhu and Kwong, is a novel artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm with gbest inform-ation; ODE [44] , which was presented by Rahnamayan et al., a modified differential evolution with opposition-based learning strategy; and OTLBO [50] , which was presented by Roy et al., is an improved teaching learning based optimization (TLBO) with opposition learning strategy. The reasons for selecting these four algorithms for comparison are: (1) DIW-PSO, GABC, ODE, and OTLBO represent the best-performing variants of PSO, ABC, DE, and TLBO techniques, respectively. (2) Their numerical performances are very competitive. The population sizes of DIW-PSO, GABC, ODE, and OTLBO were set to 60, 60, 60, and 30, respectively. For four algorithms, the maximum number of iterations was set to 500. The other parameters of four algorithms are the same as their origin papers. The dimension of each function is set to 30. Tables 5-6 provide the average (mean) and standard deviation (st.dev) of function values results found by ROL-GWO and other four algorithms on 23 test functions from Table 1 with D = 30, the results of the Friedman's test, the results of the multi-problem Wilcoxon's test, the results of the Wilcoxon's rank sum test, respectively. The results of all the algorithms were averaged over 30 independent runs.
From Table 5 , the total performance of ROL-GWO is best. Compared with DIW-PSO algorithm, ROL-GWO found better and similar results on 21 and two test functions (f 6 and f 22 ), respectively. With respect to the GABC and ODE algorithms, ROL-GWO provided better and similar results on 19 and three test functions (f 6 , f 14 , and f 22 ), respectively. Compared to the OTLBO algorithm, ROL-GWO could get better and similar results on 18 and 4 functions (f 6 , f 12 , f 14 , and f 22 ), respectively. However, for f 5 , the better results were obtained by GABC, ODE, and OTLBO algorithms. In addition, ROL-GWO ranked the first in the Friedman's test.
From Table 6 , ROL-GWO provided higher R + values than R − values in all cases. Based on the Wilcoxon's test, when α = 0.05, a significant difference can be observed in all of the cases, meaning ROL-GWO is significantly better than DIW-PSO, GABC, ODE, and OTLBO on 23 test functions with α = 0.05. Furthermore, the evolution curves of the mean objective function values of the five algorithms in six representative test functions are shown in Fig. 5 . As seen in Fig. 5 , ROL-GWO was faster than other four algorithms for six repre-sentative test functions. Table 1 .
D. COMPARED WITH OPPOSITION-BASED LEARNING
In this subsection, to further verify the performance, ROL-GWO is compared to GWO with opposition-based learning (denoted as OL-GWO) strategy. The 23 benchmark test functions with 30 dimensions from Table 1 were used to conduct experiment. In this experiment, ROL-GWO adopts the random opposition-based learning strategy (i.e., Eq. (12)), while OL-GWO utilizes the opposition-based learn-ing strategy (i.e., Eq. (11)). We implemented 30 runs for each test function. It is noted that we use the same parameter settings as in the above experiments. Table 7 provides the best, mean, worst, and standard deviation values obtained by ROL-GWO and OL-GWO algorithms.
From Table 7 , compared with OL-GWO, ROL-GWO provided better and similar results on 16 and 6 test func-tions (f 6 , f 12 , f 14 , f 18 , f 19 , and f 22 ), respectively. For f 5 , the better results of the ''best'' and ''mean'' were obtained by OL-GWO. In addition, ROL-GWO found similar ''worst'' and better ''st.dev'' values. Based on the above mentioned comparisons, a significant difference can be observed in most test functions, meaning ROL-GWO is significantly better than OL-GWO in most cases. In other words, GWO with random oppositionbased learning (ROL) strategy can obtain better performance than GWO with opposition-based learning (OL) strategy in most cases. Fig. 6 provided the convergence curves of six representative test functions. As can be seen from Fig. 6 , the ROL-GWO has better convergence accuracy and faster convergence speed than OL-GWO.
E. ROL-GWO APPLIED TO THE CEC 2014 PROBLEMS
In this subsection, we further investigated the performance of ROL-GWO by using the other 30 benchmark test func-tions from IEEE CEC2014, which are more complicated than the 23 benchmark test functions in Table 1 . These 30 test functions can be divided into four classes: 1) unimodal functions (Fc01-Fc03); 2) multi-modal functions (Fc04-Fc16); 3) hybrid functions (Fc17-Fc22); and composition functions (Fc23-Fc30). A detailed description of these 30 test functions can be shown in [47] . In these 30 test functions, the search range is [−100,100], and the dimen-sions are set to 30.
To verify the efficiency and effectiveness of ROL-GWO, the results are compared with four state-of-the-art optimization techniques such as CLPSO [51] is an improved version of PSO based on comprehensive learning concept; CoDE [52] is a modified DE with composite trial vector generation strategies and control parameters; MoABC [53] is a modified version of ABC and uses a grid-based approach; HSCA [6] is a novel hybrid version of CSA based on self-adaptive control parameters and a linear population reduction. The above mentioned four optimization techniques represent the state-ofthe-art in PSO, DE, ABC, and SCA algorithms respectively and their performances are very competitive. The parameters of these four algorithms are set as the same of their original papers. To ensure a fair comparison, the same maximum number of function evaluations is set to 3.00E + 05, which is the stopping criterion for five algorithms. For each function, the error values (f (x) − f (x 0 )) are compared during 30 independent trials. Note that x is the best result when a method ends and x 0 is the global optimum. When a method achieved the best performance on the corresponding test function, the average value was highlighted with a gray background.
From 21 , and f 26 ). In addition, ROL-GWO ranked the first in the Friedman's test, followed by MoABC, HSCA, CoDE, and CLPSO.
F. ROL-GWO APPLIED TO ENGINEERING DESIGN PROBLEMS
To investigate the performance of ROL-GWO on real-world applications, we implemented it on three engineering design problems, namely, pressure vessel design, tension/compression spring design, and welded beam design problems. The detailed descriptions of three design problems can be shown in [38] . These three real-world application problems are constrained optimization problems. Deb's feasibility-based rule [54] is one of the most popular constraint-handling techniques. Therefore, the Deb's feasibility-based rule is introduced to deal with constraints. Tables 9-11 show the results obtained by ROL-GWO and other optimization techniques reported in the literature on pressure vessel design, tension/compression spring design, and welded beam design problems, respectively. Please note that the results of other algorithms are taken from [38] .
As can be seen from Table 9 , for the pressure vessel design problem, the best result was obtained by the CSA. In terms of the mean and worst indexes, the results found by ROL-GWO were better than those obtained by the other algorithms. Moreover, for the number of FEs, G-QPSO had the minimum number of FEs (8,000), while GA had a considerable number of FEs (900,000).
From Table 10 , for the welded beam design problem, the better results of the ''best'', ''mean'', ''worst'', ''st.dev'' were obtained by the HEAA. Compared with SC, AATM, and EEGWO, ROL-GWO found better results. With respect to FSA, ROL-GWO provided similar ''best'' value. However, the better ''mean'' and ''worst'' values obtained by ROL-GWO. In addition, AATM and HEAA had the minimum number of FEs (30,000).
As seen in Table 11 , for the tension/compression spring design problem, the best result was obtained by the EEGWO. Compared with other algorithms, the better ''mean'' and ''worst'' results were obtained by ROL-GWO. Moreover, the number of FEs by ROL-GWO was moderate among the compared algorithms.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a modified version of GWO, called ROL-GWO, was developed to solve global optimization pro-blems. A new control parameter ''C'' strategy was proposed to balance between global exploration and local explo-itation. In addition, a novel random opposition-based learn-ing strategy was designed to enhance the ability of global search. 23 widely used benchmark test functions and 30 benchmark problems from IEEE CEC2014 have selected to verify the effectiveness of ROL-GWO. The performance of ROL-GWO was compared with basic GWO, GWO variants, and other metaheuristic algorithms. The experimental results show that VOLUME 7, 2019 ROL-GWO is very competitive with the compared algorithms. Moreover, ROL-GWO provided better results compared to other state of art algorithms for real world application problems. In the future, it is interesting to applied ROL-GWO to solve constrained single-and multi-objective optimization problems, and other different types of optimization problems.
